


Dutch Angle Dragon Ball is a manga by fans, about fans and for fans of the Dragon Ball 
franchise. It is a non-profit project, and the creators do not claim ownership of the 
Dragon Ball name. For the manga purists out there, we also want to point out that this story 
is completely separate from the Dragon Ball canon. But hopefully you understand that this 
already speaks for itself, since there is no single official Dragon Ball canon to begin with.

We thank Akira Toriyama, Toei Animation and Shueisha for inspiring this work. 

This manga is a production of E-Hoek(www.entertainmenthoek.nl). 

Keep an eye out for future Dutch Angle Dragon Ball volume releases. They will be available on 
this page. Also, read all about Film, Television, Comics and Cosplay on our website, and stay 
Hooked on entertainment!

The E-Hoek team has collaborated  with the Facebook page Dragonballsupermovienl. Thanks 
to their work the film Dragon Ball Super: Broly will also get a Dutch theatrical release. Visit 
their page:

www.facebook.com/DBSUPERMOVIENL/

We would also like to thank the people behind the Facebook group Dragon Ball Z NL for the 
exposure they’re giving to our manga. Visit their group:

www.facebook.com/groups/863927340321014/
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Inspired by the work of: Akira Toriyama

Dragon Ball is owned by: Bird Studio/Shueisha

Our adventure 
starts in a forgotten 
land far away.

Our hero lives in this unspoiled 
territory, outside of human 
civilisation. He’s just not aware 
of his own fate.
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Read from right to left

Oh, the
sprinklers are on! 

Come inside!
Martijn...

Sandro...

.............

.............

Do you 
watch this 
all day?

I also have 
Netflix.

TV isn’t what 
it used to be! Don’t you 
long for the time when 
there were real good 

programs on? You know 
what I mean: DRAGON 

BALL FUCKING Z!

OH YEAH, 
THAT WAS 

GREAT!

But how did 
you know…?

Ha! It takes one Dragon 
Ball fan to know another.

I could sense your 
precense from 
miles away.

You liked some 
Dragon Ball posts on 

facebook.
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The new Dragon Ball Super 
movie is getting a release in 

Japan, But the Netherlands don’t 
have the screening rights yet. 

You up to date with the anime?

Uh… I’ve watched 
some of it. It’s fun, but 

I’m waiting for the English 
dub to catch up.

Hhmm, a Funimation 
dub fanboy… I’m looking for 

someone to join me on a 
trip… to Japan.

Japan?

Indeed! After purchasing a 
package of dragon ball soup I won two 

tickets for a private screening of 
Dragon Ball Super: Broly... 

Including a guided tour in the 
Toei Animation studio…

AND A MEET & GREET WITH 
TORIYAMA-SAN!!!

RAD! SOUNDS 
GREAT!But uhm… 

I can’t really, who 
will take care of 

my crops?

Are those carrots of yours 
really that important!? Dragon 
Ball needs us. The quality of the 
show is not what it used to be! 
Loyal fans like you and I can 

pressure the studio into giving us 
the Dragon Ball film we deserve.

Well, the food truck 
won’t be here till next 
wednesday… I guess 
I could be back home 

by then…

PERFECT!

You don’t 
have any 

car?

No… you 
Marutin-kun?

Hehehe!
That sucker thinks we’re 

actually meeting Toriyama.

Just you wait Toei!
I WILL BUST THROUGH YOUR 

DOOR GUNS BLAZING!

I have a folding 
bike. You know… 
it can enlarge!

I’ll drive
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The adventure of 
Sandoro-san and 

Marutin-kun has just 
begun. Ahead of them 
lies a long road full of 

surprises. Will they reach 
their destination?

Wait! We’re having one 
stopover…
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What are we doing here 
anyway? I thought we 

were heading for Tokyo...

Are you nuts!!??
You’re not seriously 
thinking of meeting 
Toriyama-san while 
wearing flip-flops?

How much 
you got?

55... 60... 
70... What cosplay outfit 

can we buy with 
that money? 

€77,2

GENTS... YOU’VE REACHED 
THE RIGHT STAND. 

MAY I RECOMMEND YOU 
THE DEADPOOL? 

A FAIR PRICE, 
AND LADIES REALLY 

DIG IT!

THE TWO 
SWORDS ARE SOLD 

SEPARATELY.
WITH A DISCOUNT 

OF COURSE!

A
MARVEL
FAN...

WHAT A 
DWEEP

We’ll meet again in 
the next volume of 

Dutch Angle 
Dragon Ball!




